GLOBAL LEADER IN HOSPITALITY, DINING,
ENTERTAINMENT AND SHOPPING

NO ONE DOES LAS VEGAS LIKE CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT!
Step into a world of the finest in hospitality. Caesars Entertainment boasts ten resorts centrally located on the famed Las
Vegas Strip. From the hottest Vegas shows, nightclubs and exciting pools to shopping, spas, attractions and romantic
things to do, at Caesars resorts no matter what kind of vacation you’re looking for, we’ve got it!
Caesars.com

Must be 21 or older to gamble. Know When To Stop Before You Start.® Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-522-4700. ©2020, Caesars License Company, LLC.
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TEN ICONIC RESORTS. LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES.

The world’s best known resort,
celebrating the grandeur of
Rome, sets the standard for
entertainment, dining, shopping
and luxury known for its
originality and beauty.

The world’s first Nobu Hotel at
Caesars Palace is infused with
traditional Japanese and modern
styles and redefines hospitality
with the same artful elegance
that Chef Nobu brings to his
restaurants.

The Cromwell brings an
exclusive, luxury lifestyle
boutique hotel experience to the
Strip in an intimate Parisianinspired atmosphere focusing
on hospitality, amenities and
personalized service.

The LINQ Hotel is the center
Strip social hub for trend setters
and partiers alike. Rooms include
cutting edge technology, modern
furnishings and next to the LINQ
promenade and the High Roller.

Our new Ultra Hip rooms are a
bright, bold addition to the Planet
Hollywood portfolio, featuring
luxury bedding and designer
touches throughout.

Paris Las Vegas brings the
romance and excitement of the
European City of Lights to the
Strip and known for its dramatic
50-story replica of the Eiffel
Tower to authentic architectural
reproductions.

Bally’s Las Vegas is one of the
Strip’s most exciting resorts,
offering guests a “classic Las
Vegas” experience. It sits across
from Caesars Palace and next to
Paris Las Vegas.

Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino
offers guests a unique all-suite
hotel experience. The property
overlooks the famous Las Vegas
Strip and sits one block west of
Caesars Palace.

Flamingo Las Vegas is a true
desert oasis. The historic hotelcasino is home to a sprawling 15acre pool and wildlife habitat and
right next to the LINQ promenade
and the High Roller.

Come out and play and stay at
Harrah’s Las Vegas! Modern
style and comfort meet right
at center strip in the newly
remodeled Deluxe rooms.

Caesars Suites is a collection of
our finest Las Vegas suites and
villas fit for every lifestyle and
taste with lavish amenities and
stylish furnishings to private
pool parties. Caesarssuites.com

Experience the world’s tallest
observation wheel at the LINQ!
Inquire about High Roller Happy
Half Hour packages, VIP cabins,
events and wedding packages!

CENTER STRIP LOCATION

All Caesars resorts are centrally located at the heart of
Las Vegas Strip. Las Vegas Monorail stops at Harrah’s,
The LINQ, Flamingo and Bally’s/Paris.
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